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1870, the association has erected fifty-two two-story and twelve one-story frameliouses. These

houses cost the buyers ^237, 400. The longest time allowed to buyers for the payment of the

property purchased, payable in installments, is twelve years. Interest at the rate of ten per

cent per annum is charged on deferred pa3'ments. The Real-estate Associates have been large

purchasers of city land lately ; they expect to build one hundred and twenty houses this year,

or about double the number erected by them during the past two years.

Savings Banks of San Francisco.—In the midst of the conflict which is being continually

waged between labor and capital, it is pleasant to contemplate the quiet and friendly aid they

render each other by means of savings institutions. In those important receptacles of financial

driblets are gathered, from innumerable sources, the savings of the laboring and artizan

classes until they form a mighty head of financial supplies which go out like some vast

fertilizing stream, refreshing commerce, stimulating enterprise, promoting industry and

establishing manufactures, indicating a collective prosperity beneficial to all interests, moral

and mental, as well as material. It is safe to estimate the status of a community from the

standpoint of its Savings Banks, which furnish a clue to its industry, thrift, economy and

sobriety, as well as the most unerring proof of the reward paid by capital to labor. A com-

parison between the Savings Banks' returns of San Francisco and those of the most flourishing

communities at the East, will enable the reader to judge of the reward paid to labor in this

city, and of the recurrent benefit which capital reaps from well-recompensed labor.

The latest eastern returns show that Savings Banks are rapidly increasing in number and in

importance throughout New England and the State of New York. Those banks are managed

solely for the benefit of their depositors, and the accumulated profits are divided semi-annually

among them, less a small per centage to meet contingencies, and allow extra dividends to those

who leave their funds undisturbed for a series of years.

In New England, in a population of three million four hundred and eighty-eight thousand,

there are no fewer than three hundred and eighty-one of these institutions, with an aggregate

accumulation of ^312,000,000, representing nine hundred and eighty-nine thousand four

hundred and sixty depositors, or an average of one depositor to every four persons. In New
York, with a population of four million three hundred and eighty-two thousand seven hundred

and fifly-nine, there are one hundred and forty-seven Savings Banks, with an aggregate fund

of ?282,000,000 to the credit of seven hundred and seven tj^-six thousand seven hundred depos-

itors. The average amount credited to each depositor in the principal New England States is

as follows: In Massachusetts the deposits aggregate 3263,000,000, with an average of 8291.70

to each depositor. In Connecticut the average is ?352.17. In New Hampshire it is 8284.60.

In Maine the average is ?328.30, and in Rhode Island the average is considerably beyond that

of any other State in the Union, except California, being ^455.43. All the foregoing amounts

express currency, but in San Francisco the average to each depositor is $939 gold, but

estimating gold at ten per cent above currency, the San Francisco depositor has to his credit

$1,032, currency, or $21.00 more than double his Rhode Island contemporary.

We subjoin the last returns of the San Francisco Savings Banks for the six months ending

December, 31, 1872:

SEMI-AK5UAL STATEMENT OF SaN FraNCISCO SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS, DECEMBER 31, 1872.

NAME.

Savings and Loan Society
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society
French Savings and Loan Society
San Francisco Savings Union
Odd Follows' Savings Hank
Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank of Savings.
Gorman Savings and Loan Society
Masonic Savings and Loan Bank
Humboldt Savings and Loan Society ,

Security Savings Bank
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Totals.. 46,060 812,474,935 I $2,091,113 Sl,818,406
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